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The Median isn’t the Message

‘Five studies operationally defined chronic fatigue syndrome in adults and found that < 10% of subjects return to pre-morbid levels of functioning, and the majority remain significantly impaired’
(Joyce et al. 1997)

‘Variation is the hard reality, not a set of imperfect measures for a central tendency. I had to place myself amidst the variation’ (S.J. Gould 1992)
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Theunis has been my supervisor since the biologist in me was born. You taught me every bit there is to learn about ecology. Actually, I only really turned into a biologist after I started working with you on Texel, in the early 90ties. My mother saw that very sharply. When first meeting you, only a few months after I started my work on waders, she accused you of ‘stealing her daughter’. You have given me much, both professionally and personally. The very best gift was the chance to do this PhD; I’m very happy that you trusted the ruff project in my hands. You gave me much freedom and you made me take off from under your wings by allowing me to spend a lot of my time in Allan Bakers’ lab in the Royal Ontario Museum.

Allan Baker has been my major teacher and mentor in the last years. You took on the task of teaching me a whole new field (of population genetics) which required endless discussions in the lunchroom, and a lot of patience from your side. You taught me with care and warmth, although you often tried to hide this with a ‘this is bullshit’ remark. Thank you for investing so much in me!

Jos Hooijmeijer is the beating heart (logistic manager) of the ruff project. You always organized everything perfectly, of course. But your strength is that you are much more than a field assistant. Without you I would not have enjoyed the fieldwork, and actually the whole ruff project, as much. On top of that, you always made time to contribute to my manuscripts, and improved them with your ecological and nature-historical insights. Thanks for your friendship and for being my paranimf!

The ruff research was made possible by the Frisian Wilsterflappers, who caught all the birds we colour-ringed and followed throughout the years. Joop Jukema and Piet Vlas were enthusiastic from the start about researchers coming to their catching sites
(the skûle). Many catchers followed and we are very grateful to them. I have spent many peaceful hours at their skûles. Fons Baarasma, Jappie Boersma, Hette Couperus, Cees Dekker, Piet Feenstra, Douwe de Jager, Bauke de Jong, Joop Jukema, Bauke Kuipers, Willem Louwsma, Catharinus Monkel, Albert A. Mulder, Albert H. Mulder, Doede A. Mulder, Doede H. Mulder, Eeltje A. Mulder, Rein H. Mulder, Jaap Strikwerda, Piet Vlas, Sierd Visser, Bram van der Veen, Douwe van der Zee & Rinkje van der Zee, dankjewel voor jullie vanginspanningen en geweldige samenwerking! Zonder jullie was dit boekje er niet geweest. Tige tank foar alles!

Oliver Haddrath trained me in molecular techniques. You are by far the most patient and kind person I ever worked with. This thesis gained tremendously from all the hours you invested in me. And you very successfully turned me into a molecular ecologist. Thanks for taking all this time for me and for all the fun hours in the lab and the mental support through all phases. Also Kristen Choffe assisted with the labwork. You contributed to ‘just’ three tables (Chapter 9 and 10) in this thesis, but behind these tables there are many, many hours of teaching and joint work. Thanks!

Eldar Rakhimberdiev brought light in the darkness (of statistical analyses). Eldar, your first email to me, which was a slightly amused reaction on my ‘houtje-touwtje’ analysis of the Arctic database (forwarded to you by Mikhael Soloviev), started of a fruitful collaboration. I am glad that you were willing to not only help with the analyses, you wrote the whole chapter. Actually, your statistical skills and your knowledge about the Arctic have improved more chapters in this thesis. Your and Julia’s visit(s) to Groningen were the most productive weeks of thesis writing. Thanks for teaching me so much. You initiated Russian ruff projects and, right now, you are working on more extensive analyses to test our ‘flexible migration hypothesis’. I am very much looking forward to continue on!

Leo and Corine kicked my bud that one evening in 2004 in the Hobbemestraat and insisted that I would take on the chance and do this. Thanks so much for that! Then you went to South Africa and I to Toronto. Five years later we picked up the fun chats and shared many glasses of wine. You had time for me whenever I needed to escape from writing and the self-imposed isolation in 2009. Popko, you taught me to think more carefully and took me on many birding trips. Thanks for sharing so much with me. Esther and Boen, thanks for your support (no need for ‘dutjes’ anymore!).
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The ruff field work was as labour-intensive as any other demographic study on marked individuals: there are never enough hours for resightings. Jan Wijmenga was the first student to help out and became so devoted that he spent two years of his life with the ruffs. Every Wednesday-night meeting Jan would tell us that we needed to invest more in resightings. Only in 2009, the final data analyses showed that he was right; we could not use the estimates of the first year due to low resighting rates. Jan,
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then on the resighting rates went sky rocket. In the following years we recruited teams
of volunteers to help with colour-ringning and resightings. Francisco Encinas was the
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Burger, Kathryn Hine, Monika Parsons, Scott Davies, Emily Morris, Robbie Watts, and
Lucie Schmaltz joined the ruff project. Thank you all for the hard work and the fun
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These acknowledgments were written on Brockambridge beach in Delaware Bay while waiting for a catch of red knots (that did not happen). Kevin Kalasz, Jean Woods, and Nigel and Jacquie Clark, thank you for allowing me to edit print proofs while other volunteers were out doing resightings. It is wonderful to finally experience the famous co-existence of shorebirds and horseshoe crabs; if I was not so hooked on shorebirds, I would start studying horseshoe crab biology. Right now, the horseshoe crabs are spawning. The beaches are flushed green with eggs, and the red
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